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HIGHLIGHTS
Cloudbridge allows automation of
administrative tasks on both O365 and onpremise Active Directory. The solution helps
organizations:
• Easily build workflow scripts for
repetitive administrative tasks and
provide simple UI to allow staff to start
the tasks

The complexity of managing multiple cloud and on-premise solutions is growing. Besides
solving complex problems, administrators and help desk staff are also overwhelmed with
relatively simple but time-consuming tasks such as de-provisioning users and assigning
software licenses. For example, de-provisioning an employee according to best practices can
involve many steps that are both time consuming and error prone. These steps often require
several different administrators and because of backlogs, this may take a number of days
to complete, or worse yet, don’t get completed at all. Errors often creep into these changes
because of all of the manual intervention required.

• Build scripts with well known PowerShell
• Limit the distribution of privileged
credentials
• Generate audit reports on access to
sensitive systems
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Cloudbridge is a powerful administrative console that allows for the automation of
administrative tasks in systems such as Office 365, on premise Active Directory, and many
others. Repetitive tasks such as de-provisioning employees according to best practices &
assigning software licenses can be replaced with automated workflows. Cloudbridge wraps
Powershell scripts with rich UI and processing services that transforms simple PowerShell
fragments into cloud portals with little effort. Staff can then easily kickoff complex, multi-
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step tasks from a graphical user interface knowing they will be performed in a reliable,
repeatable and secure way. This empowers IT leaders to be more dynamic, introduce
services faster, and ultimately lowers the cost of doing business.

KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS

Automate repetitive or complex
administrative tasks.

Reduces the workload on administrators
and help desk personnel.

Remove risks that result from human error.

Higher quality systems and better
productivity for users.

Orchestrate changes across multiple
different systems with a single workflow.

Save time and money.

Produce reports on privileged system access Facilitates auditing and security. Enhances
and activities.
the overall security posture of the
organization by limiting distribution of
privileged credentials.
Provide a single console that can be used to
manage privileges across systems such as
Office 365 and Active Directory.

Simplifies administration for organization
that have both Office 365 cloud and onpremise Active Directory .

Build REST interfaces from other systems
to automatically kick off Cloubridge
workflows.

Users do not need to be trained on new
system, they only need to make a change to
an existing system (e.g. HR system).

ABOUT CLOUDBRIDGE
Cloudbridge’s solutions re-imagine IT
management. By enabling true automation,
we empower organizations to reduce their
security exposure, reduce their operational
costs and embrace new technologies in
ways that empower their business.
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